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Explore The Land. Share the love.

The essence of this town is rooted in 

sports, culture and rock ‘N’ roll. The 

world needs to know. and the message 

needs to come from you.

Use this book to hit up places in your 

own backyard that you’ve never been 

and never thought to try. Take a chance 

to explore your own hometown like a 

tourist, and then use those experiences 

to invite out-of-town visitors for a

CLE getaway. 

Get to know Cleveland. Then show 

outsiders what they’re missing.

Invite them to The Land by tagging 

pictures of the Cleveland places you 

want them to see using #VisitMeInCLE.
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SPORTS/Outdoor
So many ways to get your game on in 

Cleveland. You can hit the links or run in a 

city park. Or head to The Q to see the Cavs 

defend their home court. 

For the first time, I tried…

I’ll wake up sore from… 

I’ll be back for…

For the first time, I tried…
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Most surprising 
cultural influence:

Best street art... I didn’t realize...

Favorite piece of art:

By:

Tap into Cleveland’s world-class culture with 

the finest bevs and bites, historic haunts or 

by adding some Bach to your rock. Taste the 

food. Feel the arts. Learn the history.

it runs deep
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Something I 
learned today 

and not in 
history class…

My favorite
story was…

I was 
surprised by… 
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location stamp

CAN’T WAIT TO COME BACK FOR…

The best thing I ATE… 

For the first time, I TRIED…

location stamp

location stamp

seal of appvl. establishment NAME OF DRINK
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rock
Often sold out, but never sellouts. That’s how we roll. 

Take a trip to the Rock Hall or take in a live show.

Staple your wristband to its tile and fold it up to keep after closing time.

I rocked out to

Name of venue

Never been here before

Most unexpected genre
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Destination Cleveland has one of the best jobs in the 

city: we get to spend all day helping more people 

discover the real Cleveland. Destination Cleveland 

is a private non-profit destination marketing and 

management organization (DMMO) whose mission is 

to drive economic impact and stimulate community 

vitality for Cleveland through memorable leisure, 

convention and business travel experiences.

 

On top of that, we’re constantly looking at ways to 

improve the narrative surrounding our city. One way 

we do that is by ensuring that locals are checking 

out all the great stuff happening right here in 

their hometown.

 

To learn more about our organization, visit 

ThisisCleveland.com.



Don’t forget to share the experiences you have in 

The Land with those who don’t live here. Invite 

your friends and family from out of town to visit, 

so they can see there’s more to Cleveland than 

what they’ve heard. Tag them on social media 

in the photos of the Cleveland places you want 

them to see using #VisitMeInCLE.

#VisitMeInCLE



thisiscleveland.com

    @thisiscle      @thecle


